Measurement of blood flow rates in the lower extremities with use of a nuclear magnetic resonance based instrument.
Direct, noninvasive measurement of pulsatile blood flow to the human extremity is now possible by means of a flow measurement instrument that is based on the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance. The instrument uses a physically independent calibration module as a primary calibration standard. Volumetric calibration of this module indicates that it is precise and accurate over the range of 0 to 100 ml/min. The calibration module is used, in turn, to calibrate an electromagnetic flow sensor that is incorporated into the instrumentation. The calibration module and the electromagnetic sensor were found to be linearly related over the range of 5 to 100 ml/min, with a regression correlation coefficient of 0.996. The calibrated electromagnetic flow sensor is used as a secondary standard for calibration of the nuclear magnetic resonance sensor. Blood flow measurements, obtained by use of this method, agree closely with those obtained by plethysmographic methods. They differ from the plethysmographic results in that magnetic resonance flows will distinguish between the at-rest blood flow in the normal extremity and the flows seen in the extremity (also at rest) with claudication. Based on the results obtained from studying a limited number of limbs with a high degree of ischemia, the method will not distinguish the limb with ischemia from the limb with claudication. Limitations of the method and refinements required to make the method clinically useful are discussed.